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Thank you for your interest in my work! Inside this electronic press kit you will 
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• My Formal CV, with a brief summary Bio included. 

• My Formal Works List, including timings for each piece as well as 
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• Links for listening to or viewing performances of my work. 

• Reviews regarding my past work. 
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PROFILE 
Sarah Wallin Huff has been a performer on the violin, viola, and 6-string electric violin since 
1990. She performs with numerous and diverse ensembles and performs as a soloist for a 
variety of events and concerts, as well as participating on electric and acoustic violin and 
viola on various recording projects. 

Sarah’s compositions have been performed throughout the States and abroad, including 
the Zipper Hall in Los Angeles and at the Exeter Phoenix Auditorium in Devon, England. 
Her work is featured on Navona Records’ “SOUL OF THE MACHINE,” a full album of her 
original music that explores the relationships between mechanical structures, organic 
beauty, and identity. The recording of her violin trio, “Counterpoint Invariable,” found on 
this album, appeared on the First Round Ballot for the 2015 Grammys for the category of 
Best Small Ensemble Performance. In addition to her previous collaborations for film and 
theater, Sarah composed and recorded a fifty-minute-long album of “Musical Response” 
works, in collaboration with author Jorge Armenteros for the release of his novel, THE 
BOOK OF I, in November 2014. Her compositions range from solo works to chamber 
ensembles, to orchestral concert pieces. 

EXPERIENCE 
PROFESSOR OF COMPOSITION/ADVANCED THEORY, THE MASTER’S COLLEGE; 

SANTA CLARITA, CA — 2012-2016 
Teaching private lessons in composition and providing regular group practicums and 
masterclasses for undergraduate composition majors. Teaching introductory courses in 
composition as well as upper division classes in Counterpoint, 20th Century Analysis, 
Orchestration, and Arranging. Also teaching the class of String Fundamentals for Music 
Education majors. 

CONDUCTOR OF TMC CHAMBER ENSEMBLE, THE MASTER’S COLLEGE; SANTA 
CLARITA, CA — JAN 2013-DEC 2015 

Directing, teaching, and conducting class rehearsals and concerts with The Master’s 
College Chamber Ensemble. Leading day-tours with the group to perform at various local 
venues and educational arenas. 

VIOLIN/VIOLA/COMPOSITION FACULTY AND CHAMBER MUSIC COACH, CHAMBER 
MUSIC INSTITUTE OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA; CERRITOS, CA — 2006-PRESENT 
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Coaching chamber ensembles in classic literature and performance. Offering summer 
workshops and intensive lessons for students interested in composing for chamber 
groups. 

FREELANCE PERFORMER AND MUSIC CONTRACTOR FOR EVENTS; COVERING ALL 
OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA — 1998-PRESENT 

Performing as a violinist and violist in a large variety of events and situations, as well as 
hiring and contracting additional musicians needed per event, including: weddings, 
memorials, parties, studio audio recordings of varying style (from Classical, to fiddle, to 
hip-hop, to jazz), Classical stage concerts - either as soloist, concertmaster, or as a member 
of various groups, pit orchestras for stage productions, live concerts improvising with rock 
or folk bands, recording for independent films, etc.   

• A memorable highlight: Performed solo on camera as the featured violinist for the 2013 
art film “Psycho Nacirema,” created by and starring James Franco, on the set of the Bates 
Motel, Universal Studios, Hollywood.  

• A second highlight: Composing original string trio parts to accompany two songs by DJ 
Deorro for his performances at Coachella in April 2015; Personally recording all three 
parts in studio for use in the performance; Hiring the stage musician-performers needed 
for the two Coachella events; Choreographing the stage performers’ work for the shows. 

FREELANCE COMPOSER AND ARRANGER — 1998-PRESENT 
Completed at least thirty original, formal compositions to date (not including electronically 
sequenced works), several of which are multi-movement works, for myriad instrumental 
and/or vocal combinations: from classic ensembles to electro-acoustic combinations and 
handbells. Composed original lyrics to six original songs, as well as set public domain 
lyrics to original music (five works). Released one self-produced album (“A Personal Echo,” 
Jan 2013), had a string quartet featured on a compilation album of modern chamber 
works (“Allusions,” Navona Recordings, 2013), released a professionally produced 
recording (“Soul of the Machine,” Navona Recordings, 2014), released a self-produced 
soundtrack album, “Music for The Book of I,” through Jaded Ibis Press in November 2014 
for the release of Jorge Armenteros’ novel, “The Book of I,” and released a semi-
professional EP, “SONATA MODERNA.” Arranged four formal arrangements for concert 
performance, as well as numerous other arrangements for practical “gigging” use by small 
ensembles hired for events. Arranged at least fifteen unique arrangements of popular 
music (ranging from rock/pop, to New Age, to video game music, to film soundtrack styles) 



for live MIDI/electric band performance by the Cal Poly, Pomona MIDI Ensemble between 
the years 2003-2013. 

OWNER/VIOLIN INSTRUCTOR, LARK ASCENDING STUDIO, SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
— 1998-PRESENT 

Teaching private lessons in violin performance technique, music theory and history, and 
musicianship. Offering regular studio recitals. Leading periodic group violin workshops. 

GUEST LECTURER, BRETHREN HILLCREST HOMES OFFICE OF RESIDENT LIFE & 
WELLNESS; LA VERNE, CA — MARCH 20, 2013-PRESENT 

In honor of March’s cultural competency theme of “Women’s HerStory Month,” Sarah 
Wallin Huff conducted a three-week lecture series exploring the stories and sounds of 
women in music history, spanning from the Medieval Period through to the Present. 
Provided examples from stories of the lives of prominent, and not-so-prominent, women 
who composed music and their personal experiences doing so within their own cultures. 
Displayed multi-media enhancements to these personal stories through period artwork, 
recorded examples of these women's music, as well as performing examples of this music 
live on the violin. 

In July 2015, Wallin Huff conducted a 2-part lecture on Understanding 20th Century Music. 
Provided a multi-media overview of the historical, cultural forces at work behind the 
dramatic changes in 20th century composition. In October 2015, she conducted a 3-part 
lecture on Understanding Early Music, covering the Medieval period through the 
Renaissance. 

STRING ORCHESTRA COACH AND REHEARSAL CLINICIAN & CONDUCTOR, 
DIAMOND RANCH HIGH SCHOOL; DIAMOND BAR, CA — 2007-2012 

Weekly assistant to DRHS Music Director, Phil Ruiz, for the high school’s String Orchestra. 
Guiding sectionals, conducting rehearsals, and offering regular coaching for individual 
students, string sections, and the orchestra as a whole. 

PRIVATE VIOLIN INSTRUCTOR, CLAREMONT COMMUNITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC; 
CLAREMONT, CA — 2005-2012 

Teaching private lessons in violin performance technique, music theory and history, and 
musicianship. Teaching open-forum style, basic music theory classes for adults. Leading 
weekly Suzuki group violin classes. 



PRIVATE VIOLIN INSTRUCTOR, ROWLAND MUSIC STORE; ROWLAND HEIGHTS, CA 
— 2005-2008 

Teaching private lessons in violin performance technique, music theory and history, and 
musicianship, ages 6 to adult. 

VIOLIN INSTRUCTOR, ACADEMY OF MUSIC; UPLAND AND RANCHO CUCAMONGA, 
CA — 2005-2007 

Teaching private lessons as well as group classes in violin performance technique, music 
theory and history, and musicianship, ages 2 to 14. 

EDUCATION 
CLAREMONT GRADUATE UNIVERSITY; CLAREMONT, CA — M.A. MUSIC 

COMPOSITION, 2008 
Studied composition privately under Dr. Edward David Zeliff and Dr. Mark Carlson. 

CALIFORNIA STATE POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY POMONA; POMONA, CA — B.A. 
MUSIC EDUCATION, 2006 

Studied composition privately under Dr. Peter Yates. 

SPECIALIZED CERTIFICATION IN KODALY MUSIC EDUCATION, LEVEL 1;  LOS 
ANGELES, CA — 2009  

SPECIALIZED CERTIFICATION IN SUZUKI MUSIC EDUCATION, LEVEL 1;  LOS 
ANGELES, CA — 2002 

HONORS 
2015: 

“Fair Katrinelje and Pif-Paf-Poltrie” selected for inclusion on newchambermusic.org “….only 
about 15% of scores were accepted.” 

2014: 
“Counterpoint Invariable” selected and nominated by PARMA Recordings for the 2015 
Grammy Awards category of Best Small Ensemble Performance. Accepted by the NARAS 
to appear on the Grammy First Round Ballot. 

2003: 
BMI John Lennon Songwriting Contest, State Finalist for “Face in the Moonlight.” 

1993: 
Finalist in the Disneyland Creativity Challenge, for Sarah’s first “formal” composition, 
“Morning Light” for intermediate choir and piano 

http://newchambermusic.org


PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS 
ASCAP (THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS, AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS) 

ASTA (AMERICAN STRING TEACHERS ASSOCIATION) 

SKILLS 
Composing and arranging for all instruments in numerous styles, specializing in modern 
Classical concert-style and chamber works. Performing professionally on the violin, viola, 
and 6-string electric violin in numerous styles for a variety of groups and settings. 
Conducting and rehearsing ensembles, as well as coaching smaller chamber ensembles. 
Contracting musicians for events and concerts. Teaching violin and composition technique 
to students, both privately and in group classes, ages 2-92.



ORIGINAL WORKS LIST 

• DodecaFunky, for solo flute and piano (with extended techniques). 5 minutes. (2015) 

• Christmas Wayfarer, for symphony orchestra. A Medley of Sacred Carols. Composed for 
The Master’s College Orchestra, Santa Clarita, CA. 8 minutes. (2015) 

• Fairytale Woods, for small chamber orchestra (picc, fl, ob, eng horn, 2 cl, 2 bassoons, 2 
horns, trombone, euphonium, harp, and strings). 2 minutes. (2015) 

• Now Winter Nights Enlarge, for SSA vocal trio, and hand percussion (rainstick, 
tambourine, and finger cymbals). Moderately extended vocal techniques and microtones 
included. 3 minutes. (2015) 

• Cradle Song (of Mary’s Beloved), for SATB choir and Bb Trumpet (optional alternative 
solo instrument parts available: horn, euphonium, trombone, or soprano saxophone). 3 
minutes. (2015) 

• Intrepid: A Fantasy for Oboe/English Horn Soloist, and chamber orchestra. 9 minutes. 
(2015) Written for Terry Halvorson. A live demo version appears as a bonus on the 2015 
EP, “SONATA MODERNA.” 

• O Holy Night, for Piano Trio (pno, vln, cello). 3 minutes. (2014) Written for His Way 
Community Church in Valencia, CA; first performed as an underscore to readings during 
the 2014 Christmas Eve service at His Way. 

• O Come All Ye Faithful, for Piano Trio (pno, vln, cello). 3 minutes. (2014) Written for His 
Way Community Church in Valencia, CA; first performed as an underscore to readings 
during the 2014 Christmas Eve service at His Way. 

• Hark the Herald Angels Sing, for Piano Trio (pno, vln, cello). 3 minutes. (2014) Written for 
His Way Community Church in Valencia, CA; first performed as an underscore to 
readings during the 2014 Christmas Eve service at His Way. 

• Silent Night, for Piano Trio (pno, vln, cello). 3 minutes. (2014) Written for His Way 
Community Church in Valencia, CA; first performed as an underscore to readings during 
the 2014 Christmas Eve service at His Way. 

• Madrigal, for Orchestra. 9 minutes. (2014) 

• Resplendence, for Handbell Choir, 3.5 octaves. 6 minutes. (2014) 

• Organic Circuitry, an Electro-Acoustic Quartet for violin, cello, 5-string electric violin (with 
Octave Drop pedal), and 6-string electric violin (with Chorus and Delay pedals). 6 
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minutes. (2014) Composed for Kay Pech and the 2014 Chamber Music Institute of So 
Cal; performed in concert at the CMI Summer Chamber Music Gala on 7/20/2014 in 
Cerritos CA. Appears on the 2015 EP, “SONATA MODERNA.” 

• The Musical Response soundtrack to THE BOOK OF I (2014); 50 minutes in total length:  
I. “Faces in Foam” (for String Orchestra, Solo Violin, Boy Soprano [or Countertenor], and 4 
Percussionists [Tamb., Timp., Sus./Crash Cymbals] - 9 minutes;  
II. “Phillipy is Fragmented” (for Amplified Solo Trio [Violin, Viola, and Cello] and String 
Orchestra) - 5 minutes;  
III. “Sweet Camila” (for String Quartet) - 5.5 minutes (also appears on the 2015 EP, 
“SONATA MODERNA.”);  
IV. “The Elusive Everyman and Her Majesty” (for String Orchestra) - 6 minutes;  
V. “I Know What Death Sounds Like” (for Solo Violin and String Orchestra) - 8 minutes;  
VI. “Solitude’s Hypocrisy” (for Solo Violin and Classical Guitar) - 5 minutes;  
VII. “I Am Water” (for String Orchestra, Solo Violin, Synthesizer, Tubular Bells, and Sus. 
Cymbal) - 6 minutes;  
VIII. “Born of Everyman” (for voice, popular-style band, and orchestra) - 4.5 minutes. 
Album recorded in Santa Clarita (CA), and released digitally by Jaded Ibis Productions in 
2014. 

• Of Roses and Lilies: A Romantic Expression Based on King Solomon’s “Song of Songs”, 
for Soprano, Women’s Chorus, Soprano Recorder, English Horn, Piano, and String 
Orchestra. 7 minutes. (2013) Performed 4/3/2014 at The Master's College in Santa Clarita 
(CA) by students of the college Music Department; conducted by Sarah Wallin Huff. 

• Gypsy Wanderer, four-movement sonata for Violin and Piano. 10 minutes. (2013) 
Performed by Duo Appassionato October 20, 2013 in Seal Beach, CA. Appears on the 
2014 Navona album, “Soul of the Machine.” 

• Butterfly Lullaby, for Voice, Viola, and Piano. 3.5 minutes. (2013) Performed at the ASTA 
Chamber Festival, University of Redlands, 2/2/2013. Appears on the 2013 album, “A 
Personal Echo.” 

• Courage Triptych: 1. A Garden Prayer, 2. Broken Innocence, 3. Valiance; for violin duo, 
piano, soprano saxophone, and string orchestra. 15 minutes. (Originally composed 
between 1998-2004. Revised 2012.) Performed in part for numerous private occasions 
and recitals, and in whole during the Diamond Ranch High School Orchestra spring 
concert on May 26, 2013 at Fox Theater, Pomona (CA). Appears on the 2014 Navona 
album, “Soul of the Machine.” 

• Counterpoint Invariable: I. Intervallic Structure, II. Tone and Color, III. Urban Rhythm; for 
violin trio. Dedicated to the Rosé Violin Trio. 20 minutes. (2012) Performed November 



2012 in La Verne, CA by the Rosé Violin Trio, and appears on the 2014 Navona album, 
“Soul of the Machine.”  Selected and nominated by PARMA Recordings for the 2015 
Grammys Awards category for Best Small Ensemble Performance. Accepted by the 
NARAS to appear on the Grammy First Round Ballot. 

• In the Forest (Amazing Grace), for String Quartet. Dedicated to Danielle Cummins. 5 
minutes. (2011) Performed on numerous occasions by private quartets. Appears on the 
2013 album, “A Personal Echo.” 

• The Old-Beggar Woman, part of the in-progress Brothers Grimm Song Cycle. For 
Soprano and Violin. 3 minutes. (2011) Performed October 2011 in Claremont, CA. 
Appears on the 2013 album, “A Personal Echo.” 

• Philip Glass Buys a Loaf of Bread, for soprano, two mezzo-sopranos, and tenor. 7 minutes. 
A musical setting of the play by the same name by David Ives. (2010) 

• Sonata Moderna, based on the original 17th century work, “Sonata sopra la Monica,” by 
Biagio Marini. For two violins, cello, drum kit (or hand percussion), electric guitar, and 
electric bass. (2010) Appears on the 2015 EP, “SONATA MODERNA.”  Reduced version 
performed in Claremont (CA) during the Claremont Community School of Music 
Scholarship Benefit Concert on January 15, 2012. Reduced version appears on the String 
Theory Quartet album, “Abstract.”  

• Leviathan of The Ancient Deep, three-movement concerto for solo six-string electric 
violin, chamber orchestra, EWI (Electric Wind Instrument), and synthesizer. 25 minutes. 
(2008) 

• Fair Katrinelje and Pif-Paf-Poltrie, part of the in-progress Brothers Grimm Song Cycle. For 
soprano, flute, cello, and piano. 7.5 minutes. (2008) Performed Nov. 21, 2008 at Cal Poly, 
Pomona (CA) as part of the Charles Lindsley Memorial Vocal Scholarship Fund Raiser: 
“The Feminine Voice.” 

• Original score for two violins, for the short film, The Visit. Assistant composer: Danielle 
Cummins. Producer/Director: Steve Zelt. 8 minutes. (2008) 

• Anima Mechanicae: Soul of the Machine, for String Quartet. 12 minutes. (2007) 
Performed numerous occasions in concert, beginning in 2011, throughout Southern CA. 
Has also been debuted in concert in Devon, England at the Exeter Phoenix Auditorium, 
July 6, 2014. Appears on the 2014 Navona album, “Soul of the Machine.”  

• Adoré, for String Orchestra. 5 minutes. (2007) Composed by request of the strings of the 
Aineo Christian Chamber Orchestra and premiered at Zipper Hall in Los Angeles in 
2007. Performed on several occasions in concert, beginning at Zipper Hall, and including 



a composition festival on campus at Biola University on Oct. 11, 2014, performed by the 
strings of the Biola University Symphony. Appears on the 2014 Navona album, “Soul of 
the Machine.” 

• Pegasus, for violin, guitar, and piano. 5 minutes. (2006) Performed in 2006 at Cal Poly, 
Pomona (CA). Appears on the 2013 album, “A Personal Echo.” 

• Blessings and Harmony, for violin solo. 3 minutes. Dedicated to Yvonne and Michael. 
(2006) Performed as bridal processionals for two weddings. Appears on the 2013 album, 
“A Personal Echo.” 

• Dance of the Haymakers, by Henry Purcell. Arrangement for violin, cello, and either guitar 
or harpsichord (piano). (2005) 

• Pittsburgh Melody, for solo flugelhorn and piano. 3 minutes. (2004) Appears on the 2013 
album, “A Personal Echo.” 

• Introit, for live MIDI Band (2 female vocalists, 4 electric violinists including one 5-string 
violin, 2 synthesizers, 2 EWIs, 1 MIDI trumpet, 1 MalletKat, MIDI drum set, 1 electric 
guitar, and 1 electric bass). (2009) Performed in 2009 at Cal Poly, Pomona (CA) by the Cal 
Poly MIDI Ensemble. Appears on the 2013 album, “A Personal Echo.” 

• Caoineadh Na Mara/Amen, by William Coulter. Arrangement for alto saxophone, 
flugelhorn, acoustic guitar, violin, cello, and organ (or synthesizer) - by request from 
saxophonist Lori Huff. (2004) Performed in a solo concert for Lori Huff at Cal Poly, 
Pomona in 2004. 

• Personal Echo, for electric violin and digital delay. 3.5 minutes. (2003) Performed for a 
variety of occasions. Appears on the 2013 album, “A Personal Echo,” and on the String 
Theory Quartet album, “Abstract.” 

• Oppression, for solo violin. 2.5 minutes. (2003) Appears on the 2013 album, “A Personal 
Echo.” 

• Face in the Moonlight, state Finalist winner in the BMI John Lennon Songwriting 
Competition in 2003. For mezzo-soprano, string quartet, and piano. 3.5 minutes. (2002) 
Appears on the 2013 album, “A Personal Echo.” 

• Greek Dance, for string quartet. 2 minutes. (2002) Performed by the McKinley String 
Quartet on April 14, 2013, at Holy Cross Lutheran in Cypress, CA. Appears on the 2013 
album, “A Personal Echo.” 



• The Old Music Box, a piano solo. 2 minutes. (2001/revised 2012) Appears on the 2013 
album, “A Personal Echo.” 

• Jerusalem Ridge, traditional Bluegrass fiddle tune. 4 minutes. For fiddle and piano, and/
or guitar. Also available with a second fiddle part. (2001) Performed numerous times with 
the String Theory Quartet. 

• Cinq Hommes du Cirque, for solo violin. 2 minutes. (1999) 

• The Dove, for string trio (violin, viola, cello). 2 minutes. (1998) Performed in a private 
string studio recital in 1998. 

• Ashokan Farewell, by Jay Ungar. For violin duet and piano. Alternate version for solo 
violin and piano is also available. 5 minutes. (1996) Performed numerous times in 
Southern CA for a variety of events and concerts. 

• Morning Light, for two-part youth choir and piano. (1993) Performed in concert by the 
Izaak Walton Intermediate School choir in Garden Grove, CA. Finalist Winner in the 1993 
Disneyland Creativity Challenge.
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Sarah Wallin Huff 
Original Music: Links to Listening/

Viewing

Soul of the Machine: https://itun.es/us/Jf4v1

Music for The Book of I: https://gum.co/SZzQw

SONATA MODERNA: 

https://gum.co/ZTmNg

Listen to more original works and view videos 
from performances of Sarah’s compositions here: 

http://bit.ly/1rBvxJu



REVIEWS 
“Plays, comic books, web comics . . . I have had the distinct pleasure to review a plethora 
of incredible material by extremely talented creators of various artistic mediums during 
my time at Fanboy Comics; however, the focus of my most recent review left a lasting 
impression that will be quite difficult to surpass. 

In a unique transmedia collaboration, writer Jorge Armenteros, illustrator Liselott 
Johnsson, and composer/musician Sarah Wallin Huff have created a startling and 
heartrending project by way of The Book of I. Telling the story of a painter struggling 
with schizophrenia, the story explores the fragmentation of human nature through the 
distorted lens of its main character. The reader is meant to question whether the 
individuals in the painter’s life are real or imagined, leaving lasting queries as to the 
nature of identity and humanity. What makes The Book of I so groundbreaking is the 
experience provided to the reader by way of a variety of storytelling platforms: classic 
text; stunning illustrations; and a soundtrack that serves as an emotional and 
psychological response to the novel. By weaving each of these singularly spectacular 
modes of media into a cohesive narrative, the reader is offered the chance to step into 
the world of the painter, seeing his perspective while questioning their own. 

While each element of The Book of I is to be commended for its artistic merit and 
complementary role in the collaboration, the soundtrack composed by Sarah Wallin 
Huff stands out as both a powerful album, taking its listener on an emotional journey of 
beauty, despair, and hope, as well as a fascinating study of the composer’s visceral and 
intellectual connection to the source material. Featuring the stellar work of musicians 
Darrell Peries, Caleb Barnes, Cathy Alonzo, Jenna Ford, Lainey Elizabeth White, Brett 
Bird, Jonatas Mostacato, Ayla Draper, and [Wallin] Huff herself, the album is a 
stunning collection of gorgeous, orchestral selections comprised mostly of string 
instruments that are, at times, vividly haunting but always entirely engrossing. Huff, 
who previously released her own album, Soul of the Machine, earlier this year, clearly 
has a passion and a gift for sharing every ounce of her mind, body, and soul with the 
listener, as if providing a warm invitation for the listener to share the same in response. 

Audiences looking for a daring, new adventure in storytelling that challenges them 
emotionally and psychologically, leaving them with thought-provoking questions and 
conversations should without a doubt experience The Book of I. Published and 
distributed through Jaded Ibis Press, each component (i.e., the novel, illustrations, and 
album) of the collaboration is available as a package or individually. Available online 
through the Jaded Ibis website, The Book of I is being released today, and I highly 
recommend this incredible project to Fanboy Comics readers.” 

— Barbra Dillon, Fanboy Comics (http://bit.ly/1zxQKSn) 



“Sometimes the idea behind the music is just as interesting as the music itself...the 
music on this album ‘…explores the relationships between mechanical structures, 
organic beauty, and identity.’ ...Wallin Huff presents three unusual compositions that 
tackle some intriguing ideas and topics... Her music is quite complex and unusual and 
yet…very easy to absorb and appreciate. There’s a lot to take in here... Our favorite is the 
wonderfully moody and subtle ‘Gypsy Wanderer’...nothing short of breathtaking.” 

— BabySue (http://bit.ly/1xAuLfi) 

“Interesting contemporary works with violin as central instrument, accompanied with 
sax, piano or orchestra. Nice with modal counterpoint. Play most!”  

— WRUV Reviews (http://bit.ly/1vuWSZl) 

QUOTES AND COMMENTS 
I got totally lost in the 2nd movement of the trio [Counterpoint Invariable] for the 
simple reason it was so very lovely – really very special. 

–Mason Daring, composer/producer 

“Triptych” has a power and directness that really draws me in!... I’ve very much 
enjoyed getting to know these...works. Your music, as always, combines exciting and 
dynamic elements with a directness and honesty that really appeals to me. 

–Comment by S. Renshaw of Parma Recordings. 

“I fell in love with the piece [“Anima Mechaincae: Soul of the Machine”] the very first 
time I heard it – performed by Sarah herself as the first violinist with the Hill String 
Quartet. We were so happy that “Anima Mechanicae” was selected by PARMA 
Recordings to be featured on the “Modern String Quartet” album and we got an 
opportunity to work with Sarah and producer Andy Happel on recording it. Can’t wait 
for a chance to perform it live, and so looking forward to the release!” 

–Comment by Julia Okrusko, first violinist with the New England String Quartet.

I think of you quite often, especially as I have had so often a chance to sing and play 
‘Face in the Moonlight‘ here at Christ Church Jerusalem (it has become quite a 
favourite of our volunteers, and a huge blessing – thank you so much for giving me 
permission to share it). 

–Comment by Sarah Bowden. 



“Beautiful, beautiful music. Last night I played the segment of A Garden Prayer and 
my teenage boys stopped to ask me what it was because it was cool. Your music is 
cross-generational! I also liked the Vortex Warped piece...Your music is lovely.” 

— Comments by Bonnie Wren. 

“I am proud to say that the finished collection [Three Images] is truly a work of art 
which highlights both her acute attention to detail and imaginative use of 
instrumentation and melodic phrasing.” 

“[Pittsburgh Melody] is truly a work of art. The solo and accompaniment part blend 
perfectly and you can hear that there really is a symbolic relationship between the 
two. Pittsburgh Melody is definitely worth the time to listen.” 

— Comments by James Huff. 


